Presentation Spotlight: “What you need to be teaching about MIS and JDF” by John Leininger, Clemson University

By Monika Zarzycka

John Leininger started his presentation with a meaningful quote, “There is little difference in people, but that little difference makes a big difference. The little difference is attitude. The big difference is whether it is positive or negative” (W. Clement Stone). The speaker used the quote to lead into his argument about the Management Information Systems (MIS) and the Job Definition Format (JDF). “In many cases print has become a commodity,” John argued, “profit margins have been cut because of the down economy and raising price is not a very practical option. The key is to become more efficient in the production and management of the support services in the print facility.” He stressed that this is the most critical part of running a printing company, which is not always glamorous. John said that MIS is “tied to computer workflow software networked through the equipment networking application” of JDF. MIS and JDS can work very well together and bring profits for a printer.

...continue on page 2.

The Treasurer’s Trove

By Jerry Waite

Greetings IGAEA members! I hope you are all having a successful Spring semester.

By now you should have received your 2012 IGAEA Dues Statement. Thank you to all who have paid so far.

However, I am sorry to report that only about 1/3 of our members have paid for 2012. We have budgeted $12,000 for regular membership dues, but only $4,255 have been received. I know that times are tough and that during tough times we have to make choices about where and how to invest our dollars. I hope that you find the IGAEA to be a worthy investment. In particular, we have tried extremely hard to increase the number and quality of publications we produce, both Communicators and Visual Communications Journals. And, of course, we continue to offer the best national and regional conferences for those with an interest in graphic communications. So, please make the decision to invest in IGAEA and send in your dues as soon as you possibly can...the deadline is April 1, 2012.

If you did not receive a dues invoice, please inform our Second Vice President, Julie Schildgen, by emailing her at J.Schildgen@RockValleyCollege.edu.

As always, I would appreciate hearing what you think. You can always contact me at jwaite@uh.edu.
By using MIS and JDS, the speaker argued, “Printers have doubled their productivity without adding labor or equipment.” As a return, revenues increased without price increase. The question is, however, are the students who enter the print industry knowledgable in MIS and JDF management tools?

Next, John discussed the automation of the workflow process. First, he clarified what the term “workflow” meant. The presenter said, “in the broadest definition—workflow is the process of producing a product from the moment a need develops to the point that the product has no use or value.” John also stressed out that printing is just a small fragment of the process. In the printing process, every stage or application has its own workflow. Second, the speaker discussed the links between MIS and JDS. He pointed out “MIS crosses over between production and management applications.” It can be part of the Information delivery (to departments or software applications), tracking, billing and invoicing, real time BHR updates. John also claimed, “JDF is the translation module for equipment to interpret the message, it is data about data.” JDF is best know for the press make-ready, such as ink profiling, faster paper feed setup, faster delivery setup, now auto plate mounting, auto register. In simple terms, JDF is “how one piece of equipment talks to another piece of equipment.” Although JDF happens in the background, the students need to understand its benefits. Third, the presenter discussed placeswhere instructors can
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learn about JDF, which include Bridges JDF overview, CIP4, and IDEA Alliance and IPA who both offer JDF Certification programs.

Further, John elaborated on the importance of teaching students about MIS and JDF. He argued that students would use various applications that are linked with MIS and JDF, and they might be involved in managing the process. Some might work for the IT department, formatting the templates or making decision on the direction of the company, based on MIS reports.

The speaker also said that instructors should start by teaching workflow. John claimed that everyone already has a workflow. “Although the term is a hot buzz word, the concept is not new and has been around for thousands of years,” says the speaker. There are dozens of workflows within each classroom. Also, many factors influence each workflow, such as environment, people, time, and equipment. According to John, “Workflows exist even if there is no plan.” However, with technological advances, existing workflow needs review and revision. Evaluation and improvement of the workflow is an investment.

John went on to say how workflow could be taught in a lab. The presenter suggests that students should first perform an analysis on the procedures. Then, they should brainstorm ways on how to improve the process with software, hardware, and plant layout. Finally, students should measure and track the differences. Students should also make a list of the steps required to produce a job, group the steps into tasks, define the expectations of each task, recognize interactions between different workflows and measure and track the differences.

In addition, the presenter discussed areas that dictate the level of effort applied to reviewing, updating, and formally establishing a production workflow. These include:

- Areas of control and management concern.
- Areas of employee dissent or conflict.
- Areas of special record keeping concerns.
- Areas that may attract customers or improve company’s competitive advantage.

Finally, John discussed the negative aspects of implementing MIS and JDF. These include lack of human contact (the process can be very automated with little or no human interaction), loss of opportunity to review company needs (since the process is automated, company needs can be overlooked), and loss of relationship selling (no human interaction, no relationship).

The 87th IGAEA Conference Preview

By Hans Kellogg and Monika Zarzycka

In July 22-26, 2012, the IGAEA will be traveling to Clemson University, located in the beautiful South Carolina, for what plans to be a wonderful conference. Presentations would all be taped, so participants wouldn’t miss out if two activities are scheduled at the same time. Another plus of the 2012 IGAEA Conference would be that each participant will be able to take home copies of unique print posters assembled prior to the conference. These copies could be used to decorate various classrooms. Using their close contacts with industry and the resources of the University, the conference should have something for everyone. Registration will begin soon. We hope to see you in July!

Call for Articles

It is a long-standing tradition of the IGAEA to include articles from national and/or local conferences and events in The Communicator. Please help us sustain that tradition by submitting articles, which you think would benefit fellow IGAEA members, to be considered for The Communicator. Along with the articles, you are also welcome to submit images. Please email Monika Zarzycka at mzarzycka@uh.edu for questions or to submit your article.
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